Charter Day Festivities

By RITA ASHKENAS

A plan to reinitiate Charter Day ceremonies at the College is under consideration by a special Student Government Executive Subcommittee.

The proposal calls for cancellation of 11 AM classes on Thursday, July 17, followed by ceremonies and Student-Faculty Picnic on the Quadrangle.

Free...

Arnold Deutchman was named by the Inter-Fraternity Council (IFC) for a charter as the Greek-letter fraternity Mu Zeta Lambda. Deutchman is a Physics major.

SC Honors Sixteen Students; Bowker Award to Deutchman

A twenty-one year old Physics major was named by Student Council yesterday as the recipient of the semi-annual Richard Rogers Bowker award.

Controversy Dogs New Frat; Spokesman Denies Prejudice

By BERNIE LEFKOWITZ

Controversy and protest a group of orthodox Jewish fraternity at the College. The members of Balfour-91, a sophomore house, have applied to the Inter Fraternity Council (IFC) for a charter as the Greek-letter fraternity Mu Zeta Lambda.
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The proposal calls for cancellation of 11 AM classes on Thursday, July 17, followed by ceremonies and Student-Faculty Picnic on the Quadrangle. "Since this year May 24th falls on a Thursday, the college will be open for graduation ceremonies, so we are looking for a way to re-establish Charter Day as a legitimate tradition." said one Student Government member.

The committee has the power to petition the President for the cancellation of classes, subject to the approval of the SG Executive Committee. SG President Mike Horowitz indicated that he heartily endorsed the committee's decision, "I think it would be a good idea to celebrate Charter Day in some way." Horowitz noted that there has been a tradition of celebrating Charter Day at the College for many years.
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Lavender Five Defeated By Skillful Brooklynites

BY STAN SHEPKO

The Beavers continued to play their brand of haphazard basketball as they lost to Brooklyn, 65-56, Friday night at the Kingsbridge Armory. Brooklyn will face the College twice.

The Beavers started line: Lewin, Delatorre, Marcel, Greavenson and Bender is comprised solely of Brooklyn residents.

Playing before a packed house, the College's team was defeated by a more organized, and experienced Brooklyn squad, thus giving the Kingsbridge undisputed possession of first place in the Metropolitan Round Robin League with a 4-2 record. The College is second in the league with a 2-3 mark so far.

The Beavers got off to a fast three point lead but Brooklyn quickly tied it up 6-6 in the opening few minutes. The score seemed back and forth throughout the first quarter of the first half. With 8:57 remaining in the half the score was tied for the last time. With 8:57 remaining in the half, Brooklyn took the lead, a lead they never surrendered.

The second half provided some excellent basketball—a fine display of dribbling and set plays—but it was all Brooklyn.

Indoor Trackmen Lose to Queens

The College's indoor track team suffered its first loss of the season last Saturday morning when they were defeated by Queens College.

Despite the poor showing of the team, two of the college's thinners were defeated by Queens College. Two of the college's thinners were defeated by Queens College.

Fencers Lose Second Match, Lucia Predicts 'Long Season'

BY STEVE SOLOMON

The fencing team lost its second match of the season Saturday when it defeated Columbia 19-0. "It's going to be a long, long season," said Coach Edward Lucia, "I've been impressed with so far in my problem." Among those that he listed were his abundance of sophomores and the poor showing of his seniors.

"There's an axiom in coaching," he continued, "that you can't lose to your seniors. I have and from now on if I have to lose, I'm going to lose with my sophomores." The only match in which the grapplers did not emerge complete winners was the one between the 157 lb. opponent in the championship.

Full Winner

Except for Kenny only one man won more than one match for the Lavender. This was Reggie Spooner who took two foil contests.

The other winners were Alonzo Johnson, Harold Mayer, Russell Fiore and Ron Melworm. It was Melworm who prevented the epee team from being shut out.

Opportunity in Selling for Local Students

A TISH Publishing firm, operating from this area, is looking for local college students, qualified in salesmanship and retail business, to sell its publications in the area.

This is an opportunity to work with a progressive company that has a national reputation. The position is good for students who are looking for some extra money and at the same time work in an area that they might consider as a future career.

Applicants should have a minimum of one year college work and be interested in business. A thorough understanding of salesmanship in the field of retail business is an asset.

Application forms are available at the office of the firm, located at 10 Main Street, New York, New York.
Charter Day Festivities considered by SG Exec

By RITA ASKENAS

A plan to reinstitute Charter Day ceremonies at the College was under consideration by the Social Functions Committee.

Cuts Duties

By JEREMIAH ROBERTS

The Social Functions Committee, chaired by Dennis Alpert, has decided to suspend all activities for the next two weeks.

Free ...

Lori Granger will star in "The Hunchback of Notre Dame" tonight at 3 PM today in the Grand Ballroom of the Finley Student Center. The showing of this silent film will be accompanied by a special organ score. This is the last presentation of the term in the Finley Center Festival of Fine Films.

Gallagher Acts for College Aid:

"Times" Editorial Reveals Lobby for State Backing

By STEVEN LUDWIG

Laudatory mention in a New York Times editorial yesterday served to reveal that President Buell G. Gallagher has been lobbying in Albany for state aid to the municipal college.

An editorial on state aid in The Times mentioned the President's "miscellaneous work done at the last session in Albany."

This was the first time that any newspaper has published the fact that the President has been lobbying for state aid.

"I have been doing it [lobbying for state aid] before this Legislature and I intend to do it again," President Gallagher said yesterday at his press conference.

The President indicated that he must prepare for the last few days of the legislative session "several times."

Asked why there had been no public announcements regarding his lobbying activities in Albany, President Gallagher said he had been conducting a "private lobby."

Controversy Dogs New Frat; Spokesman Denies Prejudice

By BERNIE LEFKOWITZ

Controversy and protest greeted the introduction of a group of orthodox Jewish students seeking to form a fraternity at the College. The President of the Inter Fraternity Council (IFC) has expressed the concern that "somebody might be in for a surprise."

The administration has decided to accept the decision of the IFC to suspend activities for the next four weeks. The President continued, "I don't want people to think that we are prejudiced in any way."

The IFC decision was made to prevent the formation of a "fraternity Mu Zeta Lambda."

Gallagher Acts for College Aid:

President Buell G. Gallagher has been lobbying in Albany for state aid to the municipal college.

"The most effective way to carry on a private lobby is to keep quiet," the President said.

The New York Times editorial stated:

"With the influential help of the Regents and the State Education Department, we have now witnessed a private lobby at work in the legislature, and the legislature will act and with Governor Nelson A. Rockefeller's approval."

President Gallagher has gone on record several times during the past term for increased state aid to the municipal colleges.

Both the editorial in the Times and an editorial in yesterday's New York Herald-Tribune were brought about by a proposal by the Board of Regents to Governor Rockefeller and the Legislature for greater increase in state aid "for the pursuit of educational excellence."

S C Honors Sixteen Students; Bowker Award to Deutchman

By JEREMIAH ROBERTS

Sixteen students were honored yesterday at the College. Richard Rogers, President of the Student Council yesterday as the recipient of the semi-annual Alfred Bowker Award.

Arnold Deutchman has won the University Award given to the "graduating student who has made the most outstanding achievement in the furtherance of student activities at the College."

President Buell G. Gallagher was chosen to receive the SG President Mike Horowitz in behalf of all the city colleges.

The President indicated that he must prepare for the last few days of the legislative session "several times."

"A pledge will know exactly where he stands if he is accepted in a brotherhood," President Gallagher explained.

"All I insist on is that the group is straight forward in their objectives," the President continued, "not unlike many bodies that operate under double standards."

Lobby for State Backing

President Gallagher has been lobbying in Albany for state aid to the municipal college.

"The most effective way to carry on a private lobby is to keep quiet," the President said.

The New York Times editorial stated:

"With the influential help of the Regents and the State Education Department, we have now witnessed a private lobby at work in the legislature, and the legislature will act and with Governor Nelson A. Rockefeller's approval."

President Gallagher has gone on record several times during the past term for increased state aid to the municipal colleges.

Both the editorial in the Times and an editorial in yesterday's New York Herald-Tribune were brought about by a proposal by the Board of Regents to Governor Rockefeller and the Legislature for greater increase in state aid "for the pursuit of educational excellence."

Chessmen Tie For 4th Place

The College's chess team tied with Case Institute for fourth place in the Intercollegiate Chess Tournament held in Cleveland during the Christmas vacation. The University of Chicago, Harvard University, and Pittsburgh University finished first, second and third respectively.

The team started the tournament strongly by beating Columbia and tying Case. Loses to Harvard and Chicago, both coming on the last day, derailed any first place hopes. The boardmen bounced back to beat Southern Illinois in the fifth and final round, achieving the fourth place tie.

The team, which is the only one of the United States Chess Federation had predicted that the College's chessmen would come in first, was led by the chess team captain, said the chess team has won the tournament many times before any other school.

Voice of the Student Body
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Meet a Young Executive on the Champs Elysées

(SHE COULD BE YOU!)

Not long ago this young lady was a college senior. Today, she handles the responsibilities and decisions of an executive in one of the world's largest organizations. Today, she's stationed in Paris...an officer in the Women's Army Corps.

Her professional and social life is busy...exciting...happily balanced.

On duty, this young executive occupies a position requiring education, initiative and intelligence. She commands the high salary and traditional privileges of an Army officer.

Off duty, she enjoys her leisure time. (Free evenings and weekends plus 30-day annual paid vacation.) Perhaps she'll attend evening classes at the Sorbonne. Or make a skiing trip to St. Moritz. Or spend a holiday on the French Riviera. Whatever she does, she'll find a world of fun in Paris.

Of course, her assignment didn't have to be Paris. It might have been Heidelberg, Honolulu, Tokyo...even New York or Los Angeles.

But wherever this young lady goes, her uniform will be her passport to a wonderful world of opportunity. Because she began her career as an executive...an officer in the Women's Army Corps.

She could be you...this young executive on the Champs Elysées.

By CARL GEWHY

Eighty-year-old William Bradley Ots (Professor Emeritus, English), who thirty-three years ago had enough gumption to call certain Congressman "morons," is just "ach…"

"towards, traitors and pacifists" by professional soldiers.

By profession, he appeared before the legislative bodies to explain his stand. "The members of the Senate were intelligent men," Professor Ots recalled while chewing on an统一 cigar, "but I could see at the start that the House Committee was made up of a bunch of morons and was going to treat me as a subversive. Well they tried but they didn't succeed."

Although retired professors' pensions are “worth another battle” for the former English teacher is afraid his efforts would be wasted. "The political influence of retired teachers is nil, and it is easy enough for the legislators to put the matter on the shelf," he asserted.

"When I have the right on my side I enjoy the fight," he added, "but in this case I probably wouldn't have there's too much politics against me."

Dr. Otis continued to explain how each member of the Faculty he had put a percentage of his salary in a fund which "would make up as a pension when we retired at seventy."

The City duplicated our payment and was supposed to establish a reasonable pension. It would be adequate if there were no inflation."
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Hoopsters Meet Fairleigh Dickinson, Try to Snap 2-Game Losing Streak

By STEVE SOLOMON

The College's basketball team will face its severest test of the season thus far when it opposes Fairleigh Dickinson University Saturday night at the Wingate Gym. The Beavers will try to snap a two game losing streak and improve on their 2-4 record. The team has won six out of nine games, including a victory over Adelphi, which defeated the College, 65-55, earlier this calendar year.

Because of injuries, the starting lineup for the Beavers is in doubt. "We've had these unfortunate ailments plaguing us all season," said Coach Nat Holman.

Drury Callager, a junior who has heroics against the University of New Hampshire, is likely to be in the lineup Monday. He is the leading scorer and the team's top rebounder.

"This is the best team we've had in five years," said Coach Dick Helsh, "and the scoring is very balanced. We're not taking this game lightly."

The visiting team will have good height on the court. Kinderung is 6-5, Brown is 6-4, and Gascher is 6-4. Charlie Potyrala, however, is only 5-11.

Last year Fairleigh Dickinson defeated the College 66-60 in a dramatic second half comeback.

"The spirit of the team is still balanced. We're not taking this game lightly," he continued. "Basketball is basketball."

The team's record to date is 0-2, with losses to Yale and Columbia. Coach Lucia is not discouraged by this result since, unlike any other team at the College, the squad meets only top-ranking opponents, including Harvard, Princeton, Yale, and Columbia. Rutgers is no exception.

"You can't learn from a team that you can beat easily" insisted Coach Lucia in urging the team to work hard. "We've had these unfortunate ailments plaguing us all season," said Coach Nat Holman.

Mermen Swim Against Rams

Depth, or rather the lack of it, will be the determining factor in Friday's swimming meet against Fordham. The contest will take place in the pool at 4 PM.

"The College has a ten man squad while Fordham has an even smaller one. The lack of depth has forced the Rams to forfeit the dive event in all their previous meets," said Drury Caulager, a junior who won the division 340 meter championship last year, is the leading Fordham swimmer in the 200 butterfly, and 400 yard freestyle. However, Bill Coach Joel Lively indicated that Caulager's may enter one of the relay events because "we need him where we are weakest."

Captain Joel White and Dave Atlee will be swimming the 220 and the four-relay events for the Lavernder.

The breaststroke and the butterfly events will be filled by Fred Blanc and Michael Bavin.

Try to Snap 2-Game Losing Streak

Strong winds earlier in the week caused the postponement of the College's indoor track meet scheduled to take place in Lehighton Stadium Saturday. The gale force wind forced all the event cancellation.

Fencers Oppose Rutgers Sat.

Weakness in the saber unit of the College's fencing team may prove a handicap in the upcoming meeting against Rutgers. The contest will be held this Saturday at 2 PM in the Wingate Gym.

Coach Edward Lucia is confident, however, that if "the boys function properly, we'll win. The fourteen winning bouts necessary for victory can be drawn from the saber and foil squads with perhaps one or two wins from the epee-epee," he continued. "Yabkow and Sobel, among the best on the Epee squad, are both ill and will not be available at the meet."

"In the coming year we may be an active contender for the IFA Saber championship," Coach Lucia noted.